Coping with dental treatment: the potential impact of situational demands.
Coping strategies and anxiety responding of dental patients were studied in order to test the generalizability of previous findings based on volunteer blood donors. State and trait coping measures were administered once, and a process coping scale was administered at three points throughout treatment. Self-report, behavioral observation, and psychophysiological measures of anxiety were sampled for the same periods as process coping. Findings included the replication of a negative relationship between avoidant coping and patient anxiety ratings. Fluctuations in coping were evident across periods, and impact of situational demands and constraints was introduced as an explanation for these variations. A method for direct assessment of coping consistency was introduced. On the basis of the replicable associations with anxiety measures, the ability to detect changes in coping within a situation, and the ability to provide direct evidence of coping consistency, the use of process methodology for coping assessment is encouraged.